We are very pleased to announce that the latest edition of *The Plant Genome* has been published.

To be sure you don’t miss any future issues of the latest ground-breaking research in plant genomics, we invite you to sign up for *The Plant Genome*’s free email alerts here: http://plantgenome.scijournals.org/cgi/alerts. Receive a complete table of contents for every issue as they go online.

*The Plant Genome* is an international, open-access, electronic journal that publishes original research investigating all aspects of plant genomics. Technical breakthroughs reporting improvements in the efficiency and speed of acquiring and interpreting plant genomics data are welcome. The editorial board will give preference to novel reports that use innovative genomic applications that advance our understanding of plant biology. The journal also publishes invited review articles and perspectives that offer insight and commentary on recent advances in plant genomics. *The Plant Genome* provides a short submission-to-online publication of the latest advances and breakthroughs in plant genomics research to a worldwide biotechnology audience. *The Plant Genome* is a publication of the Crop Science Society of America.

Papers may be submitted through *The Plant Genome*’s online submission website at:

http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/plantgenome.

We look forward to receiving your manuscripts for publication in *The Plant Genome*.

Sincerely,
David A. Somers
Editor, *The Plant Genome*